
Word Magic 

 

~~~ 

The procedures that allowed for the 

illumination of a Mothertongue for Mankind 
also illuminates a more esoteric side – what I 

shall call “Word Magic,” for lack of a better 
name. 

Unlike what one might expect from the likes 
of “Word Magic,” here I will determine the 

True nature of this occult side of language 
and linguistics. 

My guide for this new quest will be the 

etymological dictionary, that lists the origins 

and original meanings of the words 
predominantly English speakers tend to take 

for granted in regular speech.  Words related 
to politics, law, banking, media, education, 
business, and religion will be looked at. 

Some words I will look at will turn out not to 

be as esoteric as could be expected, while 
others will prove to be even more-so esoteric. 

As an example of what I plan to do here, let us 
look at the word “understand”: 

Those with poor understanding of etymology 
may parse this word as ‘under’ = 

“below/beneath,” ‘stand’ = “to stand up,” so 

‘understand’ = “to stand under 
(something/someone).”  Those with poor 

understanding of the occult and esoteric 
aspects of the World may see this meaning as 

implying subjugation – for example, when a 
police officer says “do you understand?” 
when they have pulled someone over. 

In actuality, ‘to understand’ derives from OE 

‘understandan’ = “to stand among/alongside 
(something/someone)” – from ‘under’ = 

“among/alongside (cognate with Lat. ‘inter-
’),” ‘standan’ = “to stand.”  The “word-magical” 

meaning here, then, is “side with me” as 
opposed to “keep below me.” 



 Word Magic of Money. 

>MONEY:  from Lat. Moneta >> Fr. moneie, a 

title held by the goddess Juno.  Contemporary 
etymology uncertain; I hypothesize the 

following:  Juno presides over motherhood, 
childbirth, and female fertility, but also over 

the State and Banking (hence why the Roman 

mint was in her temple in Rome); the Moon 
also, depending on lore, tends to preside over 

these things, so a logical etymology for 
Moneta is from PIE *menō = ‘the Moon’ (so, 

Moneta might mean ‘monthly’ – that helps 
explain why bills and salaries are given 

monthly).  Related:  menstruation, menopause, 
month.  This would also help explain why 

many euphemisms for money involve water:  

currency, liquidity, bank… (the Moon also 
presides over water, as evidenced by tides, 

etc.).  Mint (where money is coined) also 
derives from Moneta. 

Currency:  from Lat. currens = ‘direction of 

flow’; Medieval meaning of ‘circulation of 
money.’ 

Liquidity:  from Lat. liquiditas = ‘liquid in 
state’ << liquidus = ‘a fluid.’  Not to be 

confused with “liquid” (a type of consonant), 
from Lat. lingua = ‘tongue.’ 

>Bank:  from Germ. *bankon = ‘slope’ >> 
*bankiz = ‘shelf’; related:  beach, bench.  Later 

Germanic meaning for *bankiz = 
‘riverbank/beach,’ leading to English sense of 

bank; the literal sense applies to riversides 
and beachfronts, but metaphorical sense 

applies to money (that is, the riverbank is the 

place where one enters the river from the 
land so likewise the bank is where one 

accesses one’s money).  Banking/monetary 
terms include:  account, asset, bill, bond, client, 

coin, contract, credit, debit, debt, economy, fee, 
fiat, finance, fund, grant, income, insurance, 

interest, investment, loan, merchant, 
mortgage, receipt, tax. 

Account:  from O.Fr. acont = ‘reckoning, 

payment’ << Lat. ad+computus = ‘towards+a 
calculation’; a bank account is thus a tally of 

the money you have at that bank (not, thus, 
the actual money itself). 

Asset:  from O.Fr. assez = ‘sufficiency’ << 

V.Lat. ad satis = ‘to sufficiency’; an asset is 
thus something that satiates. 

Bill:  from Lat. bulla = ‘decree’ (hence, Papal 
bull means ‘decree of the Pope’); so, a “dollar 

bill” is a paper “document” that decrees it is 
worth $1.00 – and not actually worth $1.00 – 

and a credit card bill (or the like) is a 

document that decrees the monetary amount 
you need to pay to the sender of that bill.  Not 

to be confused with “bill” (a bird’s muzzle), 
from Germ. *bili- = ‘an axe-shaped weapon.’ 

Bond:  from Germ. *bindana = ‘to 

restrict/constrict’; banking sense of binding 

buyer to the seller, monetarily.  Not to be 
confused with “bond” (a deep attachment one 

has for another), from OE bonda = ‘house-
keeper.’ 

Client:  from Lat. cliens > clientem = ‘follower, 

retainer’ << clinare = ‘to incline, bend’; 

original sense is one who needs another in 
order to live.  More recent sense is someone 

who chooses to be supported by another 
(monetarily or legally). 

Coin:  from O.Fr coin(g) = ‘wedge, stamp’ << 

Lat. cuneus = ‘wedge-shaped’; sense here is 

that a monetary coin is made by taking a 
circular piece from a sheet of metal. 

Contract:  from Lat. contractus < contrahere = 

‘to bring together (separate things)’; that is, 
both parties of a contract are bound to its 
terms. 

Credit:  from Lat. creditum < credire = ‘to 

believe/trust’; that is, credit is that which you 
believe to have value – it has no True value. 

Debit:  from Lat. debitum < debere = ‘to keep 
away (from someone).’  Related:  debt. 



Debt:  from debere…; for debit and debt, sense 

is in a loan (of money) that must (“debit,” 
apparent banking sense) or cannot (“debt,” 
apparent banking sense) be paid off. 

Economy:  from Gr. oikonomos = 
‘homeowner’; sense here is that a nation’s 

economy is established and maintained at the 
local, individual, level. 

Fee:  from OE feoh = ‘cattle/livestock’ << 
Germ. *fehu- = ‘cattle/livestock’ << PIE *peku- 

= ‘cattle/livestock’; compare to Lat. pecunia = 
‘money, property’ << pecu = ‘cattle/livestock.’  

People originally “paid their bills” via their 
livestock and/or crops. 

Fiat:  from Lat. fiat < fio = ‘I will/want’; fiat 
currency is thus money that has value 

because the minter says so – has no True 
value. 

Finance:  from Lat. finere = ‘to 
finish/complete’; sense here in completing 

one’s outstanding, or the like, monetary 
affairs (for the year, or similar). 

Fund:  from Lat. fundus = ‘bottom/bottom-
most’; that is, a fund is money that is provided 

by the people (who reside on the bottom-
most level of a societal hierarchy) for 
another’s sake. 

Grant:  from O.Fr. graant = ‘something 

granted’ < creant = ‘promise, vow’ << Lat. 
credere…. 

Income:  from OE incuman = ‘to enter/come 

in’; that is, the money that another pays to 
you. 

Insurance:  from O.Fr. enseurance = ‘pledge, 
security’ < ensurer = ‘to make sure’; original 

sense of a vow to protect 
something/someone (like, in a line of work or 

in a marriage).  Original sense of securing 
something/someone against damages (the 

modern sense of insurance) preserved in 
assurance. 

Interest:  from Lat. interest = ‘it is in the 

center’ < interesse = ‘to be in the center’; 
sense here is to be one’s center of attention.  

Monetarily, implies interest is that which is 
central to money minting and usage.  

“Interest” is used, now, instead of “usury,” as 
the latter was banned by the Church in 

Medieval times – both words describe the 
same practise, of creating a fiat currency by a 

central bank and then lending that currency 

to a nation at interest (that is, the bank prints 
out n amount of money to lend to a nation but 

the nation must pay back the bank n + i where 
i is a percentage of n that, by default, does not 

ever exist as actual currency; thus, no nation 
can ever repay its interest-debt to the central 

bank except by tangible assets like land or 
gold). 

Investment:  from Lat. in+vestire = ‘in+to 
clothe’; sense of putting one’s clothes on.  

Monetarily, sense of buffering oneself against 
losing assets by saving up money in case of 
the worst happening. 

Loan:  from Germ. *laikwniz = ‘to let have’; 

later sense of letting someone have 
something so long as it is returned. 

Merchant:  from Lat. mercatantem = ‘a buyer’ 

< mercatans < mercatare < mercare = ‘to 

trade’ (see also market = ‘trading post’) << 
O.It. *merk- = ‘a trade-good, a trading area’ 
(Etruscan?  Related to PIE *mer- = ‘the sea’?). 

Mortgage:  from O.Fr. mortgage = ‘dead 
pledge’; sense is a contract that binds until 

either contract is fulfilled or the contractee 
dies. 

Receipt:  from Lat. recepta < recipere = ‘to 
receive in writing’; note femininity of recepta. 

Tax:  from Lat. taxare = ‘handle, assess’ << 
tangere = ‘to touch’; that is, a tax is an 

assessment of a good or thing.  Possible 
monetary sense of the State “touching” an 
item via the tax it puts on such items. 



 Word Magic of Hierarchy. 

>HIERARCHY:  from Gr. (h)iera+arkhos = 

‘sacred/priestly’ + ‘ruler/rule’; essentially, 
‘rulership by the priest-class.’  Originally, 

refers to the priesthood and the levels of 
power that exist within any priesthood.  

Modern sense of ‘rule by those deemed more 

powerful (than the masses)’ may be from 
(h)iera’s homophony to English ‘higher.’  

Another sense could be in ‘rule by those who 
possess (sacred blood, that is blood of the 
“gods”).’ 

>System:  from Gr. systema = ‘organized 

whole’ << syn+(h)istanai = ‘cause to stand 
together’; later sense of the entire universe, 

and later still sense of the sum of all parts of a 
specific natural entity. 

>Government:  from Fr. governement = 

‘control/direction’ << Lat. gubernare = ‘to 

guide/direct’ << Gr. kubernō = ‘I drive (a 
ship/boat)’; related: cybernetics.  Note the 

nautical sense of the original Greek root-
word.  No known PIE root for this word…, but 

consider the following: Qabbalah (and cabal), 
cube (and kaaba), Kybalion, and cubit. 

Qabbalah:  from Mish.Heb. qabbalah (also 
M.Lat. cabbala) = ‘lore/tradition’ << qibbel ‘to 

receive/accept’; sense of mystic/religious 
lores/traditions in Jewish history. 

Cabal:  from M.Lat. cabbala = ‘Jewish mystic 

philosophy’ << Mish.Heb. qabbalah (related, 

Ar. qabala = ‘he received/accepted’); implies 
esoteric sense – also implies “Cabal” is a 

Jewish hidden ruling class (and not, primarily, 
comprised of members from any other 
demographic). 

Cube:  from Gr. kubos = ‘six-sided (die)’ >> 

Lat. cubus = ‘six-sided/box’; no known PIE 
root, but compare to kubalion and kubernō…. 

Kaaba:  from Ar. kaʕbah = ‘cube’; may be 

taken from Lat. cubus or Gr. kubos.  No known 
Semitic root…. 

Kybalion:  from Gr. kubalion, meaning 

unknown; may have root in Gr. kubos or even 
kubernō.  “Kybalion” is the name of an 

esoteric book said to be based on the 
teachings of “Hermes Trismegistus,” which 

details seven aspects of the True nature of 
Reality.  Note also the word-form similarity 
between kubalion and qabbalah.  

Cubit:  from Lat. cubitus/cubitum = 

‘forearm/elbow’ (related: cubicle) << 
cubare/cubitare = ‘to lie down’ << PIE 

*keu(b)- = ‘to bend’; ancient unit of measure, 
often given the name ‘forearm’ by cultures 
that used it. 

>Law:  from O.E. lagu = ‘ordinance/rule’ << 

Germ. *lagam = ‘put/lay’ (related: lie, lay) << 
PIE *legh- = ‘to lie/lay (down)’; sense 

probably of “laying down (to?) the law.”  See 
also legislation and logic. 

Legislation:  from Lat. legis latio = ‘I possess 
the law’; Lat. legis is possessive form of lex = 
‘law, word’; related: legal, legible, loyalty. 

Logic:  from Gr. logos = ‘idea, word’; sense of 
logic is ‘reason.’ 

>State:  from Lat. status = ‘way of 
standing/position/condition’ << PIE *sto- = 

‘to stand/remain’; several senses…, sense 
here of “that which remains (unchanging) 

forever.”  Related: stasis, station, stadium, 
stand, and stable.  See also (in the same 

sense): politics, election, vote, parliament, and 
senate. 

Politics:  from Gr. polis = ‘the city(-state)’; 
sense here of “(service) to the city(/state).”  

Related: police (from Fr., of politics) and 
politician (from politics); word-wise, these 
people are meant to serve the State (not Us). 

Election:  from Lat. electio << eligere = ‘to pick 

out’ << e+legere = ‘out+to choose’; sense here 
of selecting suitable individuals from a group 

(not Us, as implied by politics).  Related: elite 
(from Fr.; fem.past.part., from Lat. electa – 



note again femininity of word).  Likely 
related: lecture, legible, and lexicon. 

Vote:  from Lat. votum = ‘a vow/wish’ << 
votus << vovere = ‘to promise/dedicate’ 

(related: vow); sense here of the People 
making a wish on which political candidates 

We want to see elected – who actually does 

the electing (choosing), then?  A wish is not 
the same as a choice…. 

Parliament:  from O.Fr. parlement = ‘a 

speaking (place)’ << parler = ‘to talk’ (related: 
parley); sense here of a building where 
politicians talk in. 

Senate:  from Lat. senatus = ‘(council) of 

elders’ << senex = ‘elder/old man’ << PIE = 
*sen- = ‘old’; see then also: elder. 

Elder:  from O.E. eldra = ‘older person’ << ald 
= ‘old’ << Germ. *alþaz = ‘adult’ (related: Lat. 

ultus = ‘mature’) << PIE *ʔel- = ‘to 
grow/mature.’  Related: world (from Germ. 

*weraldiz (*weraz = ‘man’ + *aldiz = ‘age’) = 
‘age of man’; compare: Goth. manaseþs = ‘seed 
of man’ and O.Gr. kosmos = ‘lifetime/age’). 

>>Elders, elections, and the god El…?  Jordan 

Maxwell attributes the “el-” of elder, election, 
and elite to the Phoenicio-Canaanite god El, 
but how accurate is this? 

We already see how elder, election and elite 

do not directly derive their “el-” from the god 
El, from the above etymologies, but might 

these words have the same ultimate root-
word? 

>>El:  from Sem. *ʔalaḥa = ‘(supreme) deity’; 

compare Ar. ʔallah.  Likely related:  PIE *ʔel- = 

‘white, light’; related: elf, albus, argos, and ale.  
Compare:  PIE *ʔel- = ‘to grow/mature’ and 

*leg- = ‘to collect/gather’ (the latter looks to 
have no match).  So, we see a potential link 

for PIE *ʔel- = ‘white, light’ and *ʔel- = ‘to 
grow/mature’ to have the same root as P.Sem. 

*ʔala = ‘divine’ but the words election and 
elite have no such connection. 

>Society:  from Lat. societas = ‘union, 

community’ << socius = ‘ally, follower’ << PIE 
*sokw-yo- << *sekw- = ‘to follow’; related: 
socialism, (non) sequitur, and sequence. 

>Secular:  from O.Fr. seculer = ‘of the World’ 
<< Lat. saecularis = ‘of an Age/(occurring) 

once in an Age’ << saeculum = ‘age, lifetime, 

generation’ << P.It. *sai-tlo- << PIE *sai- = ‘to 
bind/tie’ << *se- = ‘to sow’ (related: sow, 

seed); thus, novus ordo seclorum = ‘new order 
of the (current) Age.’ 

 

>Fascism:  from It. fascio = ‘group, (bundle)’ 
<< Lat. fascus/fasces = ‘bundle (of 

arrows/axes)’; sense here of society being 
bundled together, perhaps under a single 
belief/authority. 

 

>Democracy:  from Gr. demos+kratos = 

‘commoner/district+power/strength’; demos 
= ‘district’ is more archaic meaning; Greek 

sense of “the citizens (hold) power (of 

government)”; using original meanings, sense 
of the State holding power of governance. 

>Authority:  from Lat. auctor = ‘master’…. 



 Word Magic of Tradition. 

>TRADITION:  from O.Fr. tradicion = 

‘transmission, presentation’ << Lat. traditio = 
‘delivery, surrender’ << tradere = ‘to 

deliver/surrender’ << trans+dare = 
‘across/through+to give’; a tradition, then, is 

the surrendering of oneself to the ways that 

have been passed down to them by their 
ancestors.  Related: treason and traitor.  Not 

related to trade (from M.Dut. trade = 
‘track/course (of a ship)’ << Germ. *tredana = 
‘to tread’). 

>Family:  from Lat. familia = ‘servant, 

domestics’ << famulus = ‘slave/servant’; 
Medieval sense of “servant (of a Wizard)”; 

original sense of servants of the household.  
May even be related to fames = ‘hunger, 

famine’; root of famulus and fames both 
unknown, but perhaps PIE *bham- or *gwham- 
= ‘to serve, to suffer.’ 

>Custom:  from O.Fr. costume = ‘habit; 

clothes’ (related: costume) << Lat. consuescere 
= ‘to habitualize’ << com+suescere = ‘with+to 

accustom oneself’ (related: idiom); similar 
sense to tradition, but benign. 

>Servant:  from O.Fr. servant = ‘serving, 
waiting on’ << servir = ‘to attend/wait upon’ 

<< Lat. servus = ‘slave’ << PIE *ser- = ‘to 
protect, to serve’; related: serve, service, serf, 

and hero (from Gr. (h)eros = ‘protector, 
servant’). 

Slave:  from O.Fr. esclave << Lat. sclavus = 
‘serf, slave’; equivalent words:  O.E. þeow, 

þræl (related: thrall); Slav. orbu (related:  Rus. 
Rab (related: robot)), PIE *orbh- = ‘alone, 
traitor’ (related: orphan). 

>Folk:  from O.E. folc << Germ. *folkan = ‘a 

people’ << PIE *ple-go (?) << *pele- (?) = ‘to fill 
(up)’; related:  Lat. plebes = ‘commoner(s)’, Gr. 
plethos = ‘crowd, people.’ 

>Lore:  from O.E. lar = ‘knowledge, doctrine’ 

<< Germ. *laizo << PIE *lois- = ‘furrow, track’; 
related: learn. 

Myth:  from Gr. muthos = ‘speech, story, (that 

which is shared by word-of-mouth).  Possibly 
related: mouth. 

>Spell:  from O.E. spell = ‘story/tale’, spellian = 
‘to speak/tell’ << Germ. *spellana = ‘to 

say/tell’ << PIE *spel- = ‘to recite/say aloud’; 
spelian = ‘to represent/substitute’ << spilian 
(?) = ‘to play’ (related: spiel). 

>Ritual:  from Lat. ritus = ‘(religious) custom’ 
<< PIE *re- = ‘to reason/count’; related: rite. 

>Festival:  from O.Fr. festival = ‘(worthy) of a 
feast’ << Lat. festum/festus = ‘(of) a feast’; 
related: feast. 

>Culture:  from Lat. cultura = ‘agriculture’; 

related: colony and cult.  Sense here of a 
“people farm”? 

>Nation:  from O.Fr. nacion = ‘birth, relatives’ 
<< Lat. natio = ‘birth, origin’ << natus << 

nascire = ‘to be born’ << PIE *gene- = ‘to 
beget/give birth’; probably sense of where 

the people are born; related: genus, 
generation, and gentile. 

>Lord:  from O.E. hlaford << hlaf+weard = 
‘bread+guardian’; sense of one who 

controlled the bread held the power of a 
community.  Related: lady (from O.E. 
hlaf+dige = ‘bread+maiden’). 

>Corporation:  from Lat. corporare = ‘to 

embody, to make into a body’ << corpus = 
‘body, corpse’ << PIE *kwrep- = ‘body, form’; 

sense here of “an entity that wishes to be 
alive and Human, but can never be so in 
Reality.”  Related: corpse. 

>Organization:  from M.Lat. organizare = ‘to 

organize’ << Lat. organum = ‘organ, 
instrument’; related: organize and organ. 

 



 Word Magic of Freedom. 

>FREEDOM:  from O.E. freodom << freo = 

‘exempt, not in bondage’ << Germ. *friyaz = 
‘beloved, not in bondage’ << PIE *pri-yo- = 

‘beloved’ << *pri- ‘to love’; related: friend, 
Freya, Frigg, Priya, Frederick, Friday, afraid, 
and Jeffrey.  Compare: liberty and democracy. 

Liberty:  from O.Fr. liberte = ‘freedom’ << Lat. 

libertas = ‘a free man, not in bondage’ << liber 
= ‘free’; compare: library (from Lat. liber = 

‘book’ << PIE *lub(h)-ro- = ‘leaf, rind’; liberty 
has no known PIE root, but these two words 

could be related – sense of reading leads to 

freedom, since attaining knowledge increases 
one’s ability to attain personal freedom). 

>Bible:  from Gr. biblion = ‘paper, a book (that 

is part of an anthology)’ << O.Gr. bublos << Eg. 
(?); possibly related: papyrus (from O.Gr. 

papuros = ‘of/from the papyrus plant’ << Eg. 

(?); related: paper).  Compare: book (from O.E. 
boc << Germ. *bōk(ō)- << *bokiz = ‘beech 

(tree)’; sense that the “paper” the first 
Englishmen used came from the wood of the 
beech tree). 

>Babylon:  from O.Gr. babulon << Akk. bab+ilu 

= ‘gate of the gods’ (compare Sum. ka-diğğir = 
‘gate of the gods’); city may be built on a 

“stargate” – compare also haiyu-marka = ‘gate 
of the gods’ near Lake Titicaca.  Akk. babilu 

may be the True root of papyrus and byblos 
above (instead of an Egyptian root; no root of 

a form *papur-/bubal- exist in Egyptian that 
mean “paper,” “book,” and/or “wood”); 

Babylon is the place where the Bible says the 

languages of the World were split off from.  
Compare also:  PIE *blagh-mon = ‘wizard.’ 

We see here that attaining personal freedom 

is contingent on expanding one’s level of 
knowledge of the World they live in.  

Inhibiting one’s level of knowledge thus 

restricts how “free” they will live.  We will 
also see, below, how one’s perceptions come 
into the mix…. 

 Word Magic of Perception. 

>PERCEPTION:  from Lat. perceptio = 

‘apprehension’ << percepere = ‘to perceive’ << 
per+capere = ‘thoroughly+to grasp/take’; 

sense of being able to understand the entirety 
of something (via one’s senses). 

>Person:  from O.Fr. persone = ‘human being’ 
<< Lat. persona = ‘a mask’ << personare = ‘to 

speak through (an object)’ << Etr. (?) phersu = 
‘mask’ << O.Gr. (?) pers- = ‘illusion (?), reality 

(?)’; related: Perseus and Persephone 
(persë+phonë = ‘speak (into) being’ – 
possibly). 

>Wisdom:  from O.E. wis+dom = 

‘knowing+(state of being)’ = ‘knowledge, 
knowing (by seeing)’ << Germ *wissaz << 

*witana = ‘to see, to know’ << PIE *weid- = ‘to 
see, to know (by seeing)’; sense of the only 

way to gain true knowledge is by directly 

observing things that are and that happen.  
Related: wizard (= ‘one who knows (what the 

people do not, because the people are 
“blind”)’), Druid (a Celtic Wizard), witness, 

video, vision, déjà vu (= ‘already seen’), advice, 
Hades (perhaps from O.Gr. a(n)+idein = 

‘not+to see’ = ‘the (realm of the/one who is) 
blind’), History, idea, idol, envy, Rig Veda, wits , 

visa, voyage, and penguin (from Wel. 
pen+gwyn = ‘head/eye (of) white’). 

>>Eye:  PIE *(h)okw-; Alt. *qoda; Jap. *men(g) ; 
Sem. *ʕaɣna; AN. *mata; Ban. *(kwe)twe; D.Y. 

*dēsy-; Sino. *ḅaġ-; Sio. *(ʔ)išəthá; T.K. *taa; 
U.A. *bwoči.  Earth:  PIE *ghdhon; Alt. *toburak; 

Jap. *čekw-; Sem. *ʔarađa; AN. *daňa; ban. 

*bhudha; D.Y. *d’aaň; Sino. *dya-q’wa; Sio. 
*mákha; T.K. *din; U.A. *thuth-k’wa.  As seen in 

AN INCONVENIENT HISTORY, these two 
words have an, apparent, etymological 

relation; several senses likely: literal – the 
Earth is shaped like an eyeball (including 

having polar portals into a hollow inside the 
Earth); metaphorical – the Earth is round, like 

an eyeball; philosophical – the Earth is 
whatever one perceives it to be as. 



 Word Magic of Ego. 

>EGO:  from PIE *ʔeg’o(m) = ‘I’; borrowed into 

English (from Gr./Lat. ego) as sense of the 
self, sense now as the sinful self.  Can also be 

considered one’s body’s “programming”; 
antithesis is considered the “True Self.” 

>Light:  from O.E. leoht = ‘(not dark), (not 
heavy)’ << Germ. *leuhta = ‘(not dark),’ 

linhtaz ‘(not heavy)’ << PIE *leukos = 
‘illumination,’ *legwh- = ‘buoyant’; related: 
Lucian, leukemia, and levity.  See also dark. 

Dark:  from O.E. deorc = ‘without light’ << 

Germ. *derkaz = ‘dark, hidden’; root word 
uncertain, but probably an Aryan word for 

“hidden, occult” (possible PIE *dherg-; 
compare also Bas. larru, Jav. ndhelikake, both 
= ‘hide/conceal’). 

>Good:  from O.E. gōd = ‘good, God’ << Germ. 

*gōda = ‘good, righteous’ << PIE *ghedh- = 
‘beneficial, righteous’; note, comparative and 

superlative of good, for several Indo-
European languages, is frequently 

fragmented (like, good-better-best for English 
(better and best come from Germ. *bataz = 
‘good’); similar is true for its antithesis, evil). 

Evil:  from O.E. yfel = ‘ill, wicked’ << Germ. 

*ubilaz = ‘ill, wicked’; source of worse and 
worst, comparative and superlative of bad 

(possibly from O.E. bædan = ‘defiled’; 
compare possibly related:  P-C *baʕal, Zulu 
okubi).  Compare also, possibly, to *bataz. 

>Life:  from O.E. life ‘lifetime’ << Germ. *līfan 

= ‘continuance, perserverence’ << PIE *leip- = 
‘to stick, to adhere’; related: alive; Germanic 

sense of the body being animated (as opposed 
to a corpse) – compare quick (from Germ. 

*kwikwaz = ‘alive, lively’ << PIE *gwey- = ‘to 

live’).  Graeco-Romans tended to distinguish 
three kinds of “life”: zoë (‘live spirit,’ similar 

to *kwikwaz), bios (‘live body’ – akin to 
*leifan), and aeōn  (‘one’s lifeforce’, from PIE 
*ayu-/*aiw-).  Antithesis = death. 

Death:  from Germ. *dauþiz = ‘lifeless’ << 

*deudana = ‘to die’; as three kinds of “life” 
were known in Ancient times, supposedly 

three kinds of “death” also were known – 
three primary PIE forms for ‘death’ = *mur- 

(see murder, mortal), *dheu- (see death), and 
*ġha(r)- (see Charon, perhaps also garish). 

>Character:  from Gr. kharakter = ‘engraved 
mark’ << kharassein = ‘to engrave’ << kharax = 

‘stake, stylus’ << PIE (?) *gharos = ‘apex, 
sharp’; literal sense used for “letters” of a 

script; metaphorical sense of the most 
defining feature of someone/something. 

>Self:  from O.E. self/seolf/sylf << Germ. 
*selbaz << PIE *sel-bho- << *s(w)e- = ‘one’s 
own (3rd-person reflexive root).’ 

>Image:  from Lat. imago = ‘copy, likeness’ << 
PIE *aim- ‘to copy’; related: imitate and 
emulate. 

>Occult:  from Lat. occultus = ‘concealed, 

secret’ << occulere = ‘to conceal/cover’ << 
ob+celare = ‘over+to hide’ << PIE *kel- = ‘to 

hide, to save’; related: Hell (from Germ. 
*hellaz = ‘hidden’), helmet, apocalypse (O.Gr. 

apo+kaluptein = ‘from+to conceal’ = ‘to 

uncover/reveal’), hole, Brussels, and Valhalla; 
does not appear to be directly related to Lat. 
oculus = ‘eye’ (<< PIE *(h)okw- = ‘eye, to see’). 

>Belief:  from O.E. belyfan = ‘to have 
confidence’ << Germ. *(ga-)laubyana = ‘to 

hold dear’ << PIE *leubh- = ‘to care for, to 

desire’; not, apparently, directly related to 
Germ. *bilīfana = ‘to remain (in place, in 

mindset)’ << PIE *leip- = ‘to adhere (to 
something)’ (related: leave (the verb only; the 

noun leave related to belief) and, likely, life); 
sense here of having, and then holding onto, a 

certain mindset without ever wishing to 
question anything (because they already have 

all their answers) – also, potential further 

sense that beliefs only have hold over one’s 
physical existence (and not over one’s True 
“self,” though one’s “self” can be inhibited). 



 Word Magic of Truth. 

>TRUTH:  from O.E. triewð = ‘fidelity, trust, 

loyalty’ << Germ. *treuwaz = ‘trusting (of 
someone/something)’ << PIE *deru- = ‘be 

firm/steadfast’; related: trust and betrothe.  
Compare to sooth. 

Sooth:  from O.E. soð = ‘truth, justice’ << 
Germ. *sanþaz = ‘true, real’ << PIE *h1es-ont- = 

‘being, existence’ << *h1es- = ‘to be’; sense of “I 
am, therefore I am”; related: sin. 

Sin:  from O.E. synn = ‘untruth, injustice’ << 
Germ. *sundiō = ‘untruth, fiction’ << PIE *sṇt-

yō- = ‘in existence (as affirmed by oneself and 
everyone else)’ << *h1es-ont- << *h1es-; sense 

here that sin is a perversion of truth, that 
those who “sin” are people who do not want 

to hear Truth (thus, they manufacture their 
own “truth” and that this “truth” is what has 

been called “sin”).  Old Hebrew also, 

supposedly, had a similar paradigm with its 
words for truth and sin. 

>Lie:  from O.E. lyge = ‘falsehood’ << Germ. 

*lugiz = ‘falsehood’ << *leugana = ‘to deceive’; 
root word currently unknown – compare 

Sem. *(ʔal-)khadha = ‘deception.’  Not related 

to lie = ‘to lie down’ << O.E. licgan << Germ. 
*legyana << PIE *legh- = ‘to lie down.’ 

>>Magic:  from Gr. magikë << magikos = 

‘magical’ << magos = ‘(member) of the high-
priest (class)’ << Pers. maguš = ‘high priest’ 

<< PIE *magh- = ‘to be able (to do 

something)’; once again, magic is a word that 
derives directly from a feminine word in a 

Graeco-Roman language; Jap. mahō = ‘magic’ 
likely also derives from magic.  Carrying over 

to “Word Magic,” this then means ‘that which 
is spoken by the (Powers That Be)’ – word 

itself comes from PIE *wer-dho- = ‘that which 
is said’ (related: verb).  Word Magic is a form 
of “I create as I speak” (or, abra kadabra). 

 

 

 Final words…. 

Realizing the True meanings of the words you 

speak everyday is an important first step 
towards reclaiming yourself from the System. 

It is even more important for those who wish 
to engage legally with parts of the System to 

know exactly what they are saying, so they 
can prove their Humanity and avoid all the 
pit-falls that exist to entrap them. 

For the rest of us, tracing back word origins 

can prove useful in helping determine what 
our past was Truly like.  Because, as it seems, 

our history is regularly being “refreshed” by 
the Powers That Be, the fact that language is 

able to carry on words formed prior to the 
“refresh” through to the present (by 

comparing one’s own words to those spoken 
by other cultures) is of great help.  This 

allows those who wish to look the chance to 

glimpse, if only partially, into the history of 
Mankind and see what really existed back 
then. 

This work of mine is merely what I have 
found.  What might you find, on your own 
search? 
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